THE USES OF IMAGES: W.G. SEBALD & T.J. CLARK
Helen Hills1
Abstract: Scholarship on W.G. Sebald’s work, seduced by his brilliant prose, has tended to concentrate
on the texts as verbal matters, at the cost, at times at least, of the images. Thus within much of the
existing Sebald scholarship the rich and ambiguous relationship between word and image gets short
shrift. This chapter interrogates that relationship, approaching Sebald’s work, especially Austerlitz
(2001), as a potentially productive challenge to architectural history. I weave my account through a
consideration of The Sight of Death. An Experiment in Art Writing (2006) by the renowned art historian, T.J.
Clark, which poses a deliberate and self-conscious challenge to certain conventional practices within
art history. Thus the chapter examines the use of images – especially images of architecture – in
;MJITL¼[_WZS\WZMÆMK\WV_PI\PQ[IXXZWIKPUQOP\WNNMZ\PMLQ[KQXTQVMWN IZ\PQ[\WZa

The sophisticated staging of the complex inter-relationship between image and text in the
work of W.G. Sebald (1944–2001) is a potentially productive challenge to art history. I weave
this reading of Sebald’s work, particularly Austerlitz ÅZ[\ X]JTQ[PML QV /MZUIV QV 
through a consideration of T.J. Clark’s The Sight of Death with which there are many apparent
similarities and resonances.2 Although it may seem invidious to compare the work of Sebald,
who was not an art historian (he referred to his work as ‘prose narrative’), with that of a
renowned art historian whose work poses a deliberate and self-conscious challenge to certain
conventional practices within art history, I argue that it is Sebald who may have most to
show us in this regard.
In The Sight of Death an eminent art historian adopts – perhaps one should say ‘resorts to’
– an unusually literary mode of writing, the diary entry, combined with poems, while
Sebald’s tactic might be characterised as a remarkably historical mode of literary writing.
Both Clark and Sebald deploy a multitude of images in their texts: Sebald uses a range of
black and white images: plans, paintings, sketches, but mostly black and white photos, which
are inserted without captions in his text. Both authors, in their radically differing ways, are
writing about the discrepant role of images (photographs, paintings) in both skewering and
destabilizing relationships between past and present, about sight, particularly ‘the sight of
death’, about silence and the strange workings of sight and memory. Both authors, again
in different ways, confront the problems of the image, of ‘seeing’ and not seeing and of the
queasy relationship between seeing and knowing. Sebald is principally concerned with what
we fail to see or mistakenly see, with radical disjuncture between claim and sight, and with
the unnerving potential that photographs sometimes possess to release intense connection
1
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between their dead subject and their living viewer; meanwhile Clark aims to make himself
IVLPQ[ZMILMZ[MMUWZM·IVLUWZMWN _PI\PMPQU[MTN [MM[·QV[XMKQÅKWQTXIQV\QVO[Ja
Nicolas Poussin.
It is not by chance that Clark invokes poetry and Sebald deploys photographs. It is as if
both writers found the traditional, conventional modes of their respective practices
QV[]NÅKQMV\ \W \PM \I[S \PMa PIL [M\ \PMU[MT^M[ <P][ IT\PW]OP \PM LQNNMZMVKM[ JM\_MMV
Sebald and Clark are many and profound, a juxtaposition of aspects of their work is
illuminating. It seems to me that in these two books there is at work an interesting exchange,
or intersection, of a sort, between the ‘task’ of the art historian and that of the literary
_ZQ\MZ\PI\Q[^MZa[]OOM[\Q^M;]KP[TQXXIOMIKZW[[WZXZWL]K\Q^MM`KPIVOMJM\_MMVÅMTL[Q[
by no means restricted to these two writers. One could add to their number the names of a
host of other, more or less prominent, contemporary writers, who are deploying photographic
images, often of architecture, in their work, notably Orhan Pamuk, J.G. Ballard, Iain Sinclair
and Rachel Lichtenstein.3 Of course, these practices extend beyond contemporary novels
IVLUMUWQZ[\W\PMQV\MV[QÅMLKWVR]VK\QWVWN \M`\IVLQUIOMQVKWV\MUXWZIZaK]T\]ZM[]KP
as advertising and websites.
Both authors set themselves the problem of writing after. For Clark it is that of writing after
Marxism; for Sebald that of writing after the Shoah. Both regard themselves as impossibly
ensnared. For Sebald the questions revolve around what sort of writing is possible after the
Holocaust and in the face of humankind’s pitiless extermination of nature, which he has
witnessed all around him, and which he regards as indelibly connected to the logic of
modernity; for Clark, the most prominent pitfalls are those of the social history of art, of
which he once was the most dazzling exponent.4 Not by chance, then, does Clark invoke
poetry and Sebald deploy photographs.
W.G. Sebald’s writing shuns the techniques of a realistic novel. Indeed, it can be seen as
IVI\\MUX\\WLM[\ZWa\PMJWZLMZJM\_MMVÅK\QWVIVLVWVÅK\QWVQVIVI\\MUX\\WQV\MZZWOI\M
the problem of how we might ‘know’ the past. Thus the narrator of Austerlitz recounts the
efforts of a Czech Jew to recover the fragments of a family history, shattered by the Holocaust.
Yet, as Mark Anderson and others have argued, the roads in Sebald’s work do not all lead to
Theresienstadt, despite the forceful application of that reading of Sebald’s work particularly
by commentators in the USA and UK.5 Sebald’s concerns are wider – with existential exile,
as well as the political refugee, the long history of mass killings in European history, as well
as in the twentieth century – and he ranges across European history from the Renaissance
and the eighteenth century to the present. The thematization of the Shoah in his work goes
hand in hand with a profound concern with the longer history of modernity.6 As Anderson
points out: ‘The view of human devastation and darkness is much larger, at once geophysical
3
O. Pamuk, 1[\IVJ]T" 0I\ÜZITIZ^M ;ĉMPQZ (2003) was published in English as Istanbul: Memories of a City, trans. by
M. Freely (New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 2005); J.G. Ballard, Miracles of Life: Shanghai to Shepperton: an autobiography
(London: Fourth Estate, 2008); I. Sinclair, London Orbital: A walk around the M25 (London: Granta, 2002); I. Sinclair
and R. Lichtenstein, Rodinsky’s Room (London: Granta, 1999).
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and metaphysical, though their roots lie in a profound meditation on the violence of
European modernity’.7 In short, it is the eerie relationship between presence and being and
loss and oblivion that detains him:
On every new thing there lies already the shadow of annihilation. For the history of every
individual, of every social order, indeed of the whole world, does not describe an ever-widening,
more and more wonderful arc, but rather follows a course which, once the meridian is reached,
leads without fail down into darkness.8

T.J. Clark, like Sebald, is concerned with a materialist account of history, but for Clark
this is orchestrated around the contemplation of paintings. Clark presents his book,
somewhat disingenuously perhaps, as an informal diary account of his engagement with
8W][[QVUWZM[XMKQÅKITTa_Q\P\_WXIQV\QVO[Ja8W][[QVLandscape with a Man Killed by a Snake,
1648, (National Gallery, London), and Landscape with a Calm, 1650–51 (the Getty Center,
LA), which Clark encountered hanging together at the Getty Museum while he was on a sixmonth research stint at the Getty Research Institute in Los Angeles. This was for him a
fortuitous opportunity to study the paintings together, away from the jostling dim National
Gallery room where Snake usually hangs.
?PQTM+TIZS[MQbM[]XWV\PMÅZ[\XMZ[WV^WQKMIVL\PMLQIZaNWZUQVPQ[Y]M[\\WIKPQM^M
intimacy, immediacy, the minimum of mediation, and to authentically convey the
KWV\ZILQK\WZaXZWKM[[M[WN M`\MVLMLTWWSQVO;MJITLLMXTWa[\PMÅZ[\XMZ[WVWVTaQVOM[\]ZM[
WN  QVÅVQ\M ZMOZM[[QWV 1V Austerlitz, Sebald’s ‘place’ as author is assumed by a German
narrator, whose biographical details closely resemble Sebald’s, but whose principal role is to
bear witness, to listen, rather than to speak. Thus the book is largely made up of avowedly
indirect speech, reported in extensive sentences, which range sometimes over pages, and
whose protraction itself represents the twists and self-envelopings of time and memory. Yet
the narrator holds the narrations together, and is himself woven into them, in an implicit
OM[\]ZMWN [WTQLIZQ\aIVLQLMV\QÅKI\QWV\PI\Q[ITT\PMUWZMMNNMK\Q^MNWZJMQVO]V[\I\ML7VM
M`IUXTM U][\ []NÅKM )\ \PM ^MZa MVL WN  Austerlitz, the narrator reads a book by Dan
Jacobson, which Austerlitz had given him, which describes the author’s search for his
grandfather, a search which takes him to Fort IX in Kaunas, Lithuania, where the Wehrmacht
command posts were set up in 1941 and where more than 30,000 people were killed over the
following three years. ‘Transports from the west kept coming to Kaunas until May 1944,
when the war had long been lost, as the last messages from those locked in the dungeons of
the fortress bear witness’, writes Jacobson (A 415). One of these messages, ‘Max Stern, Paris,
18.5.44’, gestures toward W.G. ‘Max’ Sebald, who was born on that date. Thus Sebald’s and
\PMVIZZI\WZ¼[QLMV\Q\QM[IZMQV\MZ\M`\]ITTaINÅTQI\MLIVL\ZIV[VI\QWVITTaZIVOMLIVLLQ[XMZ[ML
rather than concentrated and seeking convergence as in Clark’s work.
Both Sebald and Clark adopt their unconventional modes of writing and representation,
because of their awareness of the multiple discrepancies and slippages between images and
time. Clark’s book recounts the process of standing day after day in front of a painting,
Landscape with a Man Killed by a Snake (Fig. 1).

Anderson, ‘The Edge of Darkness’, 120.
W.G. Sebald, The Rings of Saturn\ZIV[Ja5QKPIMT0]T[M4WVLWV"0IZ^QTT8ZM[[!! ÅZ[\X]JTQ[PMLI[ Die
Ringe des Saturn: eine englische Wallfahrt (Frankfurt: Eichborn, 1995).
7
8
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FIG. 1: Nicolas Poussin, Landscape with a Man killed by a Snake, oil on canvas, 118 x 198 cm
(National Gallery). Credit: © The National Gallery, London.

Clark observes:
astonishing things happen if one gives oneself over to the process of seeing again and again:
aspect after aspect of the picture seems to surface, what is salient and what incidental alter
bewilderingly from day to day, the larger order of the depiction breaks up, recrystallizes, fragments
again, persists like an after image. (SD 5).

Clark’s realization was that the diary record was of interest as a ‘record of looking taking
place and changing through time’ (SD 5). Thus his book challenges conventional art history’s
supposed habit of assuming that an artwork remains always the same to the interpreter, to
examine instead the ways in which painting, looking, and writing are entwined, and in it he
searches to be more responsive – which is also to be more hesitant – to the painting, and to
modes of seeing.
?PI\ +TIZS ÅVL[ QVKZMI[QVOTa KWUXMTTQVO Q[ TM[[ \PM [VISM IVL \PM QUXW[Q\QWV WN  I
narrative about it than what he calls ‘structural and material issues’: the size and shape of
the picture, the place assigned to animal and human within that shape; the relation of large
IVL [UITT LIZS IVL TQOP\ _Q\PQV \PM XQK\WZQIT ÅMTL# IVL \PM JITIVKM JM\_MMV W^MZITT
[QUXTQÅKI\QWVIVLKTIZQ\aWN [\Z]K\]ZMIVLUI\MZQITQ\aQVLM\IQT.WZ+TIZS\PQ[IUW]V\[\W»I
claim for a kind of ethical balance, or ethical composure’, which paintings ‘through their
very wordlessness may strike’: ‘The pictures’ ethical temper is their atmosphere most powerfully,
and the viewing distance this atmosphere seems to dictate’ (SD 136). ‘There is,’ suggests
+TIZS»[]KPI\PQVOI[IVM\PQK[IVLXWTQ\QK[[XMKQÅKITTaWN \PMQUIOM·I[M\WN I\\Q\]LM[\W
and demonstrations of, the way giving visual form to experience can (sometimes) edge
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]VLMZ[\IVLQVOI_IaNZWU\PMKWVÅVM[WN \PM[MV\MVKM¼9 For Clark, then, attentive looking at
a painting can produce or reveal such an ethics. His book uses images to assist – even perhaps
to force – the viewer to participate in such concentrated detailed looking for ‘ethical’ ends.
Initially, Clark’s tone seems designed to encourage us to look more closely and carefully –
more hesitantly, perhaps: ‘There is a word and a concept hovering here, to do with the point
where the mental and manual meet, or the conceptual and material; but for the moment
they’re escaping me’, he writes about Calm (SD 64). He tries to demonstrate the way in which
IV MIZTQMZ MVOIOMUMV\ _Q\P I XIQV\QVO KIV ZM[]ZNIKM ]VXZMLQK\IJTa \W NWZMOZW]VL [XMKQÅK
I[XMK\[WN Q\TI\MZ"»<PQ[UWZVQVOITUW[\\PMÅZ[\\PQVO1[I_QVLandscape with a Snake was
\PMXIQZWN \QVaÅO]ZM[·IZM\PMa_WUMVWZUMVQV\WOI['·[\IVLQVOI\\PM\WXWN \PMPQTTJa
the farmstead, to the left […] I know I have noticed them before, looking at the picture in
London. And now I realise that at least once over the past few days, I half-remembered that
\PMZM_I[¹[WUM\PQVO\PMZMº·[WUM]VÅVQ[PMLJ][QVM[[·]XWV\PMKTQNN ¼SD 44) [Fig. 2].
Clark seeks at once to immerse himself in and explore the yields of repeated acts of looking,
partly to test whether ‘the work we depend on images to do for us – the work of immobilizing,
and therefore making tolerable’ is thereby undermined (SD  5WZM [QOVQÅKIV\Ta \PM
repeated returns to Landscape with a Snake are a challenge to what he sees as the prevailing
practice in art history of ‘writing pictures to death’ in embedding ‘in the form of the narrative
the (false) suggestion that once upon a time, back there and in the present […] the picture
lived everlastingly here and now’ (SD 8–9).
Elsewhere, however, the apparent hesitancy of Clark’s tone yields to something more
QV[Q[\MV\"»1\Q[QUXWZ\IV\\PI\_MÅVLW]Z_IaQV\W\PMXQK\]ZMÅZ[\1_IV\\WJMTQ\MZITNWZI
UWUMV\ IJW]\ W]Z MV\MZQVO \PM ÅK\QWV NZWU \PM VMIZM[\ XWQV\ I^IQTIJTM WV I LMÅVQ\M
downhill slope’ (SD 89). Such instructions martial our looking (somewhat as TV cameras
direct ‘watching’ an orchestra play) and combine with the numerous images to produce an
insistent and hectoring register. For The Sight of Death is lavishly interspersed with illustrations,
including many more details of fewer paintings than is usual in art history publications, as
well as larger details of smaller areas of the picture surface than is usual (how much detail is
\WWU]KP'<P][WVMXTI\M[PW_[I\IXXZW`QUI\MTaTQNM[QbMILM\IQTWN XIZ\WN IKI[\TM_PQKP
is no more than one-thirtieth of the whole painting in extent, and several other illustrations
show the same castle carefully cropped to highlight its relation to foreground and background.
Images are dispersed liberally amongst the text: ‘Look at the wrinkles for bricks on the front
pillar’, Clark enjoins himself and us, ‘Go in close again, and the blue, in its very impersonality,
is a fragile shifting work of the hand’ (SD 63). Thus he seeks to draw together text with
image. The detail and direction are a form of coercion delivered with the best intentions, of
course, since for Clark ‘scale and color, and opacity versus transparency, are the forms of an
argument in Poussin: they are the argument, or what marks this argument off from many
others roughly the same, but lacking in precision’ (SD 49).10 They are his mode of tracing the
way a painting ‘directs an inquiry into “what it is saying” ’ (SD 83).
T.J. Clark, ‘Balancing act (letter to the editor)’ in Artforum International 45:8 (April 2007), 42.
This coerciveness is at odds with Poussin’s work, and indeed, it appears to be at variance with Clark’s own
understanding of it. He observes eagerly with regard to Landscape with a Calm: ‘this picture’s construction is as uncoercive as they come.’ Clark, The Sight of Death, 90. That is not all that seems to me to be at odds with Poussin. The
leisurely, self-indulgent, powerfully Americanized tone and artful manner of writing are at odds with Poussin’s
rigorous economies.
9
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FIG. 2: T.J. Clark, The Sight of Death, An Experiment in Art Writing (Yale University Press: 2006), pp. 44–45, showing the juxtaposition
of details of paintings and text.
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The imbalance of power in making mute things speak preoccupies both Sebald and Clark,
though they respond in very different ways. ‘I began writing, and could not stop’, Clark claims
(SD 3). Sebald makes no similar disingenuous disclaimers of responsibility; rather the contrary.
.ZWU\PMÅZ[\PMUISM[KTMIZJW\P\PMOZMI\LQNÅK]T\a and the responsibility of enunciating.
His writing demonstrates the extremely problematic relationship between writing and
speaking, images and memory, and the obliteration of other stories or other versions of the
same story that his words necessarily and inevitably represent, even in their arduous task of
searching to remember something and to restore something that has been wilfully obliterated.
For Sebald attention to the image does not reveal or produce an ethics. Indeed, his whole
_WZS ÆQVKPM[ NZWU IVa ZMILa MVOIOMUMV\ _Q\P \PI\ [PW_a IVL \ZMIKPMZW][ _WZL 1V[\MIL
Sebald reveals that his own text is itself quite the reverse: it is complicit and compromised. To
do this, rather like Clark, he deploys the image; but for Sebald the relationship between image
and text is always troubled. Further, while Clark insists that we look here and see that, Sebald
treats the relationship of text and image with far greater wariness. He demonstrates their
allure, their tensions and their treachery indirectly, unobtrusively, and non-directively. While
Sebald’s Austerlitz, like Orhan Pamuk’s Istanbul, deploys photographic images, apparently in
the manner of more or less conventional illustrations, the volumes always resist, in a range of
ways, demeaning the photograph into mere illustration of the text, or vice versa. In this way
Sebald’s novel disrupts historicist narrative devices in a Benjaminian mode.11
) XPW\WOZIXP WN  I KZIKSML LQ[XTIa KI[M KWV\IQVQVO J]\\MZÆQM[ NWZ M`IUXTM Q[ QV[MZ\ML
IUQL[\IVM`\MVLMLZMÆMK\QWVWV\PMJMI]\aWN UW\P[IVL^IZQW][KWTTMK\MLKZMI\]ZM[Q\[MTN 
a passage which in its curiously hesitant and divagational tone evokes both the beautiful
LMIL J]\\MZÆa IVL Q\[ UMIVLMZQVO ÆQOP\ .QO  <PM XPW\W Q[ NWZKML QV\W \PM \M`\ UQL
sentence, such that the whole, text and image taken together, implies that the text itself
MV\MZ[\PMTWOQKWN KWTTMK\QVOÅO]ZMLPMZMI[IKWTTMK\QWVWN KIX\]ZMLLMILKZMI\]ZM[VW\
readily seen, imprisoned behind cracked glass. Multiple delicate painstaking violences have
already taken place and the text is part of them.
Images detonate and throw the reader off kilter; text disorients the reading of the image.
Sometimes this is orchestrated graphically, as for example, in Schwindel. Gefühle (Frankfurt:
Eichborn, 1990) (Fig. 4). Here, as Mark Anderson has shown, the top of the painting of the
Battle of Marengo showing only pale sky, is located at the bottom of the left-hand page,
introduced by the centred three-word line ‘mit sich allein’ (‘alone with himself ’).12 The
bottom of the painting, representing the actual battle, is at the top of the facing page, and is
followed by a second triad of words, ‘wie ein Untergehender’ (‘like one meeting his doom’).
The image, like a baroque trompe l’oeil, is cropped to resemble a memorial column, complete
with verse-like epitaph. The belated experience of the materiality of death leads to the
dizzying cut: the spliced painting trips the reader up and induces a textual vertigo akin to the
‘vertiginous sense of confusion’ in the text experienced by Henri Beyle related to his
renunciation of a military career, and his decision to become Stendhal.13

 1V8IU]S¼[KI[M\PQ[LM^QKMMVIJTM[PQU\WM`XTWZM1[TIUQK]VMI[M_Q\PÅO]ZI\Q^M^Q[]ITZMXZM[MV\I\QWV
The passage is brilliantly analysed in Anderson, ‘Edge of Darkness’. The editions in English translation fail to
reproduce such subtleties in the relationship between text and image, thereby considerably blunting the work of the
novel. Anderson, ‘Edge of Darkness’, 102–121, esp. 118–119.
13
Marie-Henri Beyle (1783–1842) adopted the pen name of Stendhal (among others).
11
12

FIG. 3: W.G. Sebald, Austerlitz (Fischer Taschenbuch Verlag, Frankfurt am Main, 2003), pp. 126–127,
showing Sebald’s characteristic use of grainy images set into text without caption.
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FIG. 4: W.G. Sebald, Schwindel. Gefühle (Frankfurt: Eichborn, 1990), pp.22–23, showing
Sebald’s manipulation of image and text relationship.
Sebald deploys photographs like guns. They disrupt and knock off course. Even as they
[]OOM[\I]\PMV\QÅKI\QWVIVL\Z]\P\PMa]VLMZUQVM\PI\I[[]UX\QWV*]\\PMSVWKSW]\[PW\[
they deliver are unrelated to force. The photographic medium does not impose a sense of
mediation. There is, rather, an invitation to meditate.14+WV[QLMZ\PMÅZ[\[XZMILWN QUIOM[
from Austerlitz (Fig. 5). Closely cropped ogling eyes of defamiliarised animals, supposedly
from the Antwerp Nocturama, and of the painter Jan Peter Tripp and the philosopher
4]L_QO?Q\\OMV[\MQVIZM\PMÅZ[\QUIOM[\WIXXMIZQVAusterlitz. Insistently but quietly they
suggest questions about the relationships between animal and human, between text and
image, and between looking and interpreting; and about the connections between all three.
Moreover, as the narrator claims that the eyes of the nocturnal animals resemble those of
‘certain painters and philosophers’, the photographs occupy a position of disturbance in
relation to the text, since the animals’ eyes, contrary to those claims, do not actually closely
resemble those of either the painter or the philosopher. Thus the question of the difference
14

P. Muldoon, Plan B (London: Enitharmon Press, 2009), 7.
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FIG. 5: W.G. Sebald, Austerlitz (Fischer Taschenbuch Verlag, Frankfurt am
Main, 2003), p. 11.
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between seeing and knowing, sight and seeing, and between claim and evidence is implied.
While the nocturnal animals can see in the dark, humans cannot; instead humans have a
remarkable capacity to see what they are told is there. Thus paradoxically, through the sight
of the organs of sight the problem of ‘the darkness that surrounds us’ (A 3) is subtly set in
motion.
Clark insists that looking takes time and effort. We look from different views and at
different moments. His book confounds the lure of visibility that it appears to offer the
reader. ‘Landscape with a Snake seems to me wonderful’, writes Clark, ‘because it puts that
ÅK\QWVWN ^Q[QJQTQ\a\W\PM\M[\¼SD 9). Despite his tiresome defensiveness, his clever and arch
contrivance, despite so much being wise after the event—and all in the name of its obverse
– Clark, too, is searching for an ethical way to do (art) history, and it is that search that
produces the unconventional form of his book. The marks of Poussin’s praxis come to stand
for an ethics and a politics that Clark can state ‘only by means of tracing the slipperiness of
the materiality of Poussin’s paint’.15 Through that exploration, Clark traces an ethics in
Poussin: ‘for a painter like Poussin the stakes were higher than truth to materials. What
he was after was a freedom – freedom and accuracy – a way of reopening the world to
imaginative scrutiny’.16
The numerous and detailed reproductions of Poussin’s paintings in Clark’s book (on
which Yale University Press has lavished huge resources) seem to represent an effort both to
replicate seeing the paintings themselves and to match as closely as possible what T.J. Clark’s
text tells us that he saw and directs us to see also. Thus the dream here is of identicality:
seeing the same and the same seeing. For Sebald that is precisely the nightmare and the fear.
Instead Sebald selects images that are often hard to decipher, murky and grainy, images
which self-evidently lack authority, and which fail to support textual claims – even directly
undermining textual authority. Sebald’s scrupulous avoidance of the subjection of image to
text or text to image is most apparent in his fastidious avoidance of captions, but it extends
to including images that have no direct consonance with the text whatsoever. Thus his
images serve to further fragment truth, rather than to guarantee it, for instance by playing
on apparent consonances which are simultaneously exposed to be either wittily unreliable or
to have no literal correspondence at all. A description of a medieval castle is illustrated with
a photo of a castle amid a rocky landscape, which, on closer inspection, turns out to be a
close-up of a planter in the form of a castle sprouting cacti.
?PI\ I\ ÅZ[\ [QOP\ IXXMIZ[ \W JM I XZW[IQK XPW\WOZIXP WN  \_W JQTTQIZL JITT[ .QO  Q[
inserted into an account about Iver Grove, a ‘building now everywhere falling into decay’ (A
147), which Austerlitz and his history teacher happen to visit: ‘it seemed to us as if silent
horror had seized upon the house at the prospect of its imminent and shameful end’ (A 147).
The owner of Iver Grove tells them that his ancestor, who built it, suffered from insomnia
and withdrew into the observatory ‘to devote himself to various astronomical studies,
particularly selenography or the delineation of the moon’ (A 148). After his death, no-one
had ever played in the billiard room again:

15
P. Plock, ‘Social Paint’, unpublished paper delivered to the annual conference of Association of Art Historians
(2009). See Clark, Sight of Death, 43.
16
Clark, Sight of Death, 127.
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FIG. 6: W.G. Sebald, Austerlitz (Fischer Taschenbuch Verlag, Frankfurt am Main, 2003,
pp.158–9.
Evidently, said Austerlitz, this place had always remained so secluded from the rest of the house
that for a century and a half scarcely so much as a gossamer-thin layer of dust had been able to
settle on […] the green baize cloth stretched over the table, which seemed like a self-contained
universe. (A 152).

The photograph, therefore, depicts at once planet and satellite, billiard table and balls, and
a dust-covered ‘self-contained universe’ that is a neglected memorial to the ancestor.
Just as Austerlitz shuns the techniques of a realistic novel, its images shun the status of
illustration. Sebald demonstrates a lively awareness of the problems of the photograph.
Jacques Austerlitz is himself an architectural historian, and interested in photography:
From the outset my main concern was with the shape and the self-contained nature of discrete
things, the curve of banisters on a staircase, the moulding of a stone arch over a gateway [...] it
never seemed to me right to turn [...] my camera on people. (A 108).

I am not, of course, claiming that W.G. Sebald was an architectural historian or that his
books are in any straightforward way architectural history. But I would like to raise the
question here of whether they may not also be an important form of architectural history –
and therefore present a challenge to certain conventionally established and unexamined
practices within architectural history.
The issue posed by Sebald, which is also found in much contemporary cultural production,
is the way in which images juxtaposed with texts produce an inter-play between them (the
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interstices or the intertextuality) to indicate the constructed nature of the text itself. Sebald’s
work appears to participate in the ‘pictorial turn’ (or, as it is sometimes called, the ‘iconic’ or
‘visual’ turn) in contemporary culture, that is, in the widely shared notion that visual images
have replaced words as the dominant mode of expression in our time. This idea is elaborated
and resisted most notably by W.J.T. Mitchell.17 Rather than adopting a simplistic notion that
‘images are replacing words’, or relying on a pre-existing theory or method, Mitchell suggest
we let pictures ‘speak for themselves’.18;\IZ\QVONZWU»UM\IXQK\]ZM[¼WZXQK\]ZM[\PI\ZMÆMK\
on the process of pictorial representation itself, he sought to study pictures themselves as
forms of theorizing. He aims to ‘picture theory, not to import a theory of pictures from
somewhere else’.19 Sebald’s use of images is less didactic, and is above all concerned with
photographs. Unlike many writers who use photographs to interrogate memory (such as
Pamuk, who writes about Istanbul by drawing heavily on his own experiences), Sebald
deploys his writing and photographs in order to ‘give myself an idea of that which I myself
never lived and which no-one spoke to me about’.20 Thus his is a conjuring of absences,
without a wish to produce solid presences. This method draws on the mysterious power in
photographs of what Barthes calls ‘concomitance’, or ‘co-presence’, whereby photographs
can sometimes strangely convey to a viewer a sense of her own earlier and thitherto forgotten
presence in the scene.21
These very practices, which are at work in the text-image relations and constitute their
density, pose a direct challenge to conventional architectural history, both in its rather naïvely
»ÆI\¼][MWN XPW\WOZIXP[I[»QTT][\ZI\QWV¼IVLQVQ\[MY]ITTaVI|^MPQ[\WZQKQ[\IXXZWXZQI\QWVWN 
memory and time.
A single spread (Fig. 7) from Deborah Howard’s Architectural History of Venice (in many ways,
an exemplary piece of architectural history), demonstrates two ways in which architectural
PQ[\WZaPIJQ\]ITTa[MMS[\WIVVQPQTI\M\PM[XMKQÅK[WN \PMUWUMV\QVQ\[][MWN XPW\WOZIXP[
The right-hand photograph in Figure 7 is characteristic of architectural history’s habit of
[MTMK\QVO XPW\WOZIXP[ LM^WQL WN  XMWXTM IVL QV _PQKP ITT [QOV[ WN  \PM [XMKQÅKQ\a WN  \PM
moment are effaced. Such photographic illustrations appear to indicate that the moment
privileged for analysis is contemporaneous neither with the building’s execution nor with the
architecture’s interpretation, so much as outside of history itself.
When events and people do intrude, architectural history fastidiously ignores them. Thus
in the left hand photo in Figure 7 the mysterious gentleman taking his coffee, who appears to
be purposefully framed by the open door and who would not be out of place in a book by
Sebald, is at once shown and effaced. The text is forbidden from mentioning such people. A
particularly eloquent example is a beautiful photograph of Palazzo Bonagia in Palermo in
Anthony Blunt’s Sicilian Baroque (1968), taken, as the caption points out, before the aerial
bombardment of 1943 (Fig. 8).

W.J.T. Mitchell, 8QK\]ZM<PMWZa"M[[Ia[WV^MZJITIVL^Q[]ITZMXZM[MV\I\QWV(Chicago: Chicago University Press, 1994).
Mitchell, What Do Pictures Want?, 6.
19
Mitchell, What Do Pictures Want?, 6.
20
Quoted in R. Kahn, ‘La photographie dans Les Anneaux de Saturne de W.G. Sebald’, in R. Kahn, ed., ²\ZI^MZ[TM[
modes (Mont-Saint-Aignan: Université de Rouen, 2004), 25–34, 26.
21
Scrutinizing Lartigue’s 1931 beach image, Barthes wondered whether ‘maybe [as a younger man] I was there’.
Roland Barthes, Camera lucida, trans. by Richard Howard (London: Vintage, 1993), 84.
17
18
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FIG. 7: Deborah Howard, The Architectural History of Venice (London: Batsford, 1989), p. 218.
Photograph © Sarah Quill.
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FIG. 8: Anthony Blunt. Sicilian Baroque4WVLWV"?MQLMVNMTL6QKWT[WV! "ÅO
showing the use of an old photograph in architectural history illustration: in this case a
photograph that predates the bombing of 1943.

Two boys stand at the foot of the staircase facing each other. One is dressed in pale linens
and wears a boater; the other is rougher, darker and in a cloth cap. They stand semiadversarially, together a metaphor for the question of who will occupy this aristocratic
splendour in future – after the allied attack which half destroyed the palace not long after
this photo was taken. They at once stage the architecture of the staircase, and are themselves
staged. Yet they are scrupulously and utterly ignored in the text. Thus although people are
sometimes visible in its photos, the task of architectural history is to make them invisible. In
short, architectural history’s image practice is markedly squeamish about incident, event,
and life. It is as if architectural history fears those inhabitants and the disturbing concomitance
of photographs, as if its task were the exorcism of the ghosts of architecture’s own
inhabitants.
Let us turn to two examples of Sebald’s approach to architecture. Emblematic of his
thinking of the losses incurred in the course of modernity is the contrast Sebald draws between

FIG. 9: W.G. Sebald, Austerlitz (Fischer Taschenbuch Verlag, Frankfurt am Main, 2003), pp. 390–391.
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the old Bibliothèque Nationale in Paris and the new one bearing the name of the French
XZM[QLMV\R][\ITWVO\PM9]IQNZWU\PM/IZML¼)][\MZTQ\b1\Q[_WZ\PY]W\QVOPQ[ZMÆMK\QWV[WV
these buildings at length, to demonstrate their comic, cutting qualities, and the relationship
between text and image in the astute reading of architecture, archive, reading, and memory.
The scene is set by Austerlitz’s description of an unforgettable circus performance in ‘the
increasingly dilapidated area’ that later became the site of the new library:
nor could I have said at the time whether my heart was contracting in pain or expanding with
PIXXQVM[[NWZ\PMÅZ[\\QUMWN UaTQNMC°E[IQL)][\MZTQ\bJ]\\WLIaTWWSQVOJIKSQ\[MMU[\WUM
as if the mystery which touched me at the time was summed up in the image of the snow-white
goose standing motionless and steadfast among the musicians as long as they played. (A 383–4).

There is, of course, no photograph to record this epiphanic goose; instead, below there is a
photograph of the old library in the rue Richelieu, since closed (Fig. 9):
as I saw for myself not long ago, said Austerlitz, the domed hall with its green porcelain lampshades
which cast such a soothing, pleasant light is deserted, the books have been taken off the shelves,
and the readers, who once sat at the desks numbered with little enamel plates, in close contact
with their neighbours and silent harmony with those who had gone before them, might have
vanished from the face of the earth. (A 385–6).

The old library bears an imprint of a former way of life now lost. The new library, by
contrast, deforms social life and seeks to exclude the reader, the one who wishes to remember,
as a potential enemy. The dissolution of the capacity to remember, in line with the inexorable
spread of processed data, and the architectural effoudrement of the Bibliothèque Nationale
are inextricably intertwined:
In order to reach the Grande Bibliothèque you have to travel through a desolate no-man’s land in one
of those robot-driven Métro trains steered by a ghostly voice. (A 386).

Sebald’s reference to the new library as a ‘hideous, outsize building’ (my italics) returns the
reader to a discussion earlier in the text of the Palace of Justice in Brussels: ‘for somehow, we
know by instinct that outsize buildings cast the shadow of their own destruction before them’
(A 24). The library, we are presented with is, then, already partially ruinous, ruined and
ruining (Fig. 10). As in Kafka’s Castle, access, knowledge, and hierarchy are architecturally
ranged.
You might think, especially on days when the wind drives rain over this totally exposed platform,
as it quite often does, said Austerlitz, that by some mistake you had found your way to the deck of
the Berengaria. (A 387).

Cataclysm is at hand: Theresienstadt’s inhabitants were arrayed ‘almost as if they were
passengers enjoying an evening stroll on the deck of an ocean-going steamer’ (A 341). Sebald
depicts a close relationship between bourgeois rationality and violence, wherever it may
unfold, including the architecture and processes of the library:
This downwards journey, when you have just laboriously ascended to the plateau, struck me as an
utter absurdity, something that must have been devised – I can think of no other explanation, said
Austerlitz – on purpose to instil a sense of insecurity and humiliation in the poor readers. (A 389).

The new library treats the work of history and of the intellectual as suspect: uniformed
WNÅKQIT[Y]M[\QWVVM_ZMILMZ[QVK]JQKTM[»I[QN aW]_MZMWVJ][QVM[[WN IVM`\ZMUMTaL]JQW][
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FIG. 10: W.G. Sebald, Austerlitz (Fischer Taschenbuch Verlag, Frankfurt am Main, 2003),
pp. 394–5.

nature, or at least had to be dealt with away from the public gaze’. And, despite its size, it
proves useless in Austerlitz’s search for traces of his father, who had disappeared from Paris
ÅN\aaMIZ[JMNWZM1VLMML\PMTQJZIZaQ[ZMNMZZML\WI[I»XTIKMWN JIVQ[PUMV\¼A 391). Even
its ‘curious nature reserve’ is a place of trickery and death: ‘birds which had lost their way in
\PM TQJZIZa NWZM[\ ÆM_ QV\W \PM UQZZWZ QUIOM[ WN  \PM \ZMM[ QV \PM ZMILQVOZWWU _QVLW_[
struck the glass with a dull thud, and fell lifeless to the ground’ (A 392). The library is
presented as a manifestation of the increasingly importunate urge to break with everything
that bears living connection to the past.
The next photograph in the book follows a few pages after the account of the library (Fig.
<PQ[Q[ILW]JTMXIOMXPW\WWN \PMZWWUWN ÅTM[WVXZQ[WVMZ[QV\PMTQ\\TMNWZ\ZM[[WN 
Terezín, from where Austerlitz’s parents went to their death. This photo, in turn, evokes one
MIZTQMZ QV \PM JWWS WN  IVW\PMZ KWUX]\MZTM[[ _QVLW_TM[[ WNÅKM ÅTTML _Q\P XIXMZ[ \PI\ Q[
Austerlitz’s own (Fig. 12). That room, humanized by its very disorder, both works to underline
\PMZ]\PTM[[WZLMZQVOQV\PMÅTM[WVXZQ[WVMZ[IVLITQOV[\PMTI\\MZ_Q\P\PMQVP]UIVQ\aWN \PM
order at the new Bibliothèque Nationale.
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The humiliating new library remembers and is related to what it has obscured, the
subterranean world of cities, the lost colombaria, repeatedly referred to through the text:
Thus, on the waste land [...] where this Babylonian library now rises, there stood until the end of
the war an extensive warehousing complex to which the Germans brought all the loot they had
taken from the homes of the Jews of Paris [...], for the fact is that the whole affair is buried in the
most literal sense beneath the foundations of our pharaonic President’s Grande Bibliothèque. (A
403).

There then follows a description of the retreat of light from the city seen from above, in
which scale and proximity are dizzyingly confounded and nature becomes destruction such
that tree-tops of the pine-grove that earlier had resembled ‘moss-covered ground’, end as a
‘regular black rectangle’ (A 403). Like the coincidences Sebald speaks of, his style recovers,
devours, and displaces the past. Remarking elsewhere on the literary style of Sir Thomas
Browne, Sebald argues that he manages to ‘levitate’ the reader’s perspective: ‘The greater
the distance, the clearer the view: one sees the tiniest details with the utmost clarity. It is as if
one were looking through a reversed opera glass and through a microscope at the same
time’.22 In this [MTJ[\^MZOM[[MVM[;KPI]MV, a phrase Sebald uses in Unheimliche Heimat, his study of

FIG. 11: W.G. Sebald, Austerlitz (Fischer Taschenbuch Verlag, Frankfurt am Main, 2003),
pp. 402–3.
22

Sebald, Rings of Saturn, 19.
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FIG. 12: W.G. Sebald, Austerlitz (Fischer
Taschenbuch Verlag, Frankfurt am Main, 2003),
p. 51.
Austrian literature, transcendence becomes possible: ‘The metaphysical moment and its
surveying perspective have their origins in a profound fascination in which our relation to
the world is for a time reversed. In the process of looking, we sense that things are looking at
us, and we begin to comprehend that we are not here to look piercingly at the universe, but
rather to be looked as piercingly by it’.23
By contrast when Austerlitz gets to Theresienstadt, with an intensifying feverishness over
several pages text is replaced by images, and the reader is hurled against closed and urban
emptiness, barred windows and broken doors.

23
W.G. Sebald, ‘Jenseits der Grenze. Peter Handkess Erzählung Die Wiederholung’ in Unheimliche Heimat: Essays
zur Österreichischen Literatur, (Frankfurt: Frankfurt Fischer, 1984), 158.
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FIG. 13: W.G. Sebald, Austerlitz (Fischer
Taschenbuch Verlag, Frankfurt am Main, 2003),
p. 275.
The photo that introduces us to Theresienstadt boasts a sign trumpeting ‘IDEAL’, that
distances and makes ironic what it seems to lay before us (Fig. 13), Theresienstadt, the city
that Hitler gave the Jews, the ‘ideal’ city that was anything but. Next is a double spread of
three photos of closed windows, doorways and rubbish bins, threaded with fragmented text
(Fig. 14).
most uncanny of all, were the gates and doorways (Tören and Tore) of Terezín, all of them, as I
thought I sensed obstructing access to a darkness never yet penetrated [...] in which there was no
more movement at all. (A 267–268).

1UIOM[ IVL \M`\ \PM ZMOQUMV\ML V]UJMZML Z]JJQ[P JQV[ \PM QTTMOQJTM OZINÅ\Q JTWKS
understanding and deny access (Fig. 14). The very next pages bear no words at all; two
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FIG. 14: W.G. Sebald, Austerlitz (Fischer Taschenbuch Verlag, Frankfurt am Main, 2003),
pp. 276–277.

photographs of ruinous doors, closed and ominously battered, claustrophobic,
confrontational, and silent (Fig. 15).
At midday Austerlitz reaches the dead-end of the Antikos Bazaar, which occupies one of
the largest buildings in Terezín. It is imaged three times, as if drawing closer to the subject,
but although we are told that its vaults ‘reach back a long way as well’ (A 273), the photographs
increasingly emphasize not depth but surface. First a long low photograph stretching across
a double spread, with text above, of the shop front and its windows, each increasingly dark,
dejected and empty; followed by two smaller photos of the junkshop windows, as if drawing
closer to the subject. In the junkshop windows lie jumbled stranded objects ‘that for reasons
one could never know had outlived their former owners and survived the process of
destruction’ (A 277).
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FIG. 15: W.G. Sebald, Austerlitz (Fischer Taschenbuch Verlag, Frankfurt am Main, 2003),
pp. 278–9.

In the last of these photos a porcelain horseman rescues a girl, ‘in a moment, perpetuated
but for ever just occurring’ (A 277) (Fig. 16). Superimposed on it and barely perceptible, the
ZMÆMK\QWV WN  \PM VIZZI\WZXPW\WOZIXPMZ PQU[MTN  NWZU[ IVW\PMZ []Z^Q^IT NZWU I LM[\ZWaML
past, for which his narrative is both search and record of loss, in a moment that occupies an
MV\QZMTa]VÅ`IJTMZMTI\QWV\W\QUM
In contrast to Clark’s emphatically directed looking and his insistence on the ethics of a
certain sort of looking, and in even greater contrast to the frozen engagement of much
IZKPQ\MK\]ZITPQ[\WZa;MJITL¼[MVKW]V\MZ[IZMWXMVIVLÆ]QL5W^MUMV\IVL\ZIV[QMVKMZ]V
through the work, echoed by an apparent openness in the narrative that follows distractions
or coincidences, and that traverse, ignore, or transgress boundaries, in order to ‘walk after’
(‘nachgehen’) the stories that cross his path, following the vanishing traces of people, objects,
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ideas and memories, in order to save them from oblivion. In this task he is inspired, assisted,
and thwarted by photos and other images which he allows to have more memory and more
future than the beings who contemplate them.

FIG. 16: W.G. Sebald, Austerlitz (Fischer
Taschenbuch Verlag, Frankfurt am Main, 2003),
p. 284.

